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We are on our way to Indianapolis and cannot wait to see our future #CASNRFamily at National FFA Convention! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR
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Nothing beats the feeling of coming home 😊.

To celebrate Homecoming, we asked our students what CASNR meant to them. Some said it’s family. Others said it’s a place where everyone is welcome, that it’s more than a college, and it’s more than an education.

While it means something different to each member of our #CASNRFamily, one thing remains the same: CASNR is home.

CASNR is Home
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FFA opened doors for Lauren Millang, a former California FFA member and current OSU Agricultural Education, Communications & Leadership student, and those doors led her to Oklahoma State University. She came from 1,700 miles away to join the #CASNRFamily.

If you are at National FFA Convention and are looking for a college to call home, come see us at the CASNR Booth! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR
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National FFA Convention is where Jack Palla decided he wanted to be part of the #CASNRFamily. A little hesitant to leave his hometown of Clovis, New Mexico, this former New Mexico FFA member found his second home in CASNR.

No matter where you’re from, you can find your home at Oklahoma State University. #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

FFA to OSU CASNR | Jack Palla’s Story
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Tegan Maxson, a biochemistry and molecular biology student at Oklahoma State University and former Kansas FFA Association member, wanted to find a college that gave her the same family atmosphere she experienced in FFA, and she found that in CASNR.

Today is our last day at National FFA Convention. Come by our booth and let us tell you how you can join our #CASNRFamily!

FFA to OSU CASNR | Tegan Maxson's Story
01:43
Steven Vekony and Kevin Osborn not only share the unique experience of bringing Pistol Pete to life for Oklahoma State University fans, but also claim deep ties to the #CASNRFamily as well as agriculture.

"If you think of Oklahoma State University, you think agriculture, and if you think of OSU, you think of Pistol Pete. Being able to represent both is just a truly remarkable experience." — Kevin Osborn, Pistol Pete No. 89 and OSU Agricultural Education, Communications & L... See More
Congratulations, Ridge! Your #CASNRFamily is proud of you! 😊

National FFA Organization
October 27, 2018

Meet the 2018-19 National FFA Officer Team! #FFAJustOne

President: Luke O'Leary, California
Secretary: Layni LeBlanc, Louisiana
Eastern Region Vice President: A...

See More
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 21 Oct 2018
It’s that time of year! We’re headed to Indianapolis for @NationalFFA Convention! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 22 Oct 2018
CASNR is home. ❤️
Ridge Hughbanks, an @OSUAgEcon junior, is running for @NationalFFA office this week at convention. Good luck, Ridge! We are rooting for you! #FFAJustOne

Good luck to @OSU_AECL student Brady Womack as he competes for @NationalFFA Star in Agribusiness this week! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

A variety of ag classes have helped Brady with his business, particularly agricultural communications, welding and animal nutrition.

Brady is a 2018 Star in Agribusiness finalist.

Today is our first official day at @NationalFFA Convention! Come see us! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 24 Oct 2018

"FFA gave me experience in an atmosphere that was very family-oriented ... and I knew that going on to college, I wanted to be in that same environment. And in CASNR, I was able to find that." — Tegan Maxson, @okstate student and former @KansasFFA member

#FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 24 Oct 2018

Good luck, Adrienne! We are proud of the @OSUplantsoilsci research you are doing. Your #CASNRFamily is cheering you on! 🎉 #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

National FFA @NationalFFA

Adrienne saw an opportunity to engage in research when she entered the Freshman Research Scholars program at Oklahoma State University and began research on wheat gluten....
Did you know @garthbrooks is an @okstate grad? You can be like Garth and @BeAnOSUCowboy! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

We are taking over the @BeAnOSUCowboy Snapchat today (BeAnOSUCowboy)! Check out what we are up to at @NationalFFA Convention! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

"I never expected to even go out of state, and here I am sitting here as an @okstate CASNR student. I'm really thankful that those doors were opened to me and that FFA led me here." — Lauren Millang, @osu_aecl student and former @californiaffa member

#FFAJustOne #RushCASNR
CASNR awards more than $1.7 million in scholarships each year to students across all majors. Don’t let expenses keep you from coming to @okstate! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

If you’re at @NationalFFA Convention, come to the CASNR booth at 3:45 and sing the #okstate fight song with us! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

Thinking about joining the #CASNRFamily? Let these former FFA members and current students tell you about why they chose to #RushCASNR.

casnr.okstate.edu/ffa
Today is our last day at @NationalFFA Convention! Come see us and find out how to become a part of our #CASNRFamily. #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

"I don't think there's anything as true as the #CowboyFamily ... It's truly present here at @okstate, and especially in CASNR." — Jack Palla, @okstateafs student and former @newmexicoffa member

#FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

Just like FFA, we believe in the value of hands-on experience in and out of the classroom.

Check out our 16 majors and more than 55 study options to find the perfect fit for you! 👉 okla.st/2hX3x0T
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 26 Oct 2018
Steven Vekony and Kevin Osborn not only share the unique experience of bringing @OSUPistolPete to life for @okstate fans. Both also are acutely aware of their place in the #CASNRFamily and the world of agriculture.

Living the Pete life
Steven Vekony and Kevin Osborn share the unique experience of bringing beloved mascot Pistol Pete to life for OSU fans. They also claim deep ties to agriculture a...
news.okstate.edu

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 27 Oct 2018
Thank you for a great week, @NationalFFA! We enjoyed visiting with you about our #CASNRFamily, and hope to see you @okstate soon for your campus visit. 
#FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 27 Oct 2018
Congratulations, Ridge! We are proud of you! 😊 #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

National FFA @NationalFFA
2018-19 National FFA Central Region Vice President:
Ridge Hughbanks, Oklahoma

#FFAJustOne | @FFAOK
osucasnr Oklahoma State College of Agricultural...

osucasnr Our bags are packed and we are headed to Indianapolis! We can't wait to see our future #CASNRFamily at @nationalffa Convention! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR
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osucasnr No matter where you're from or where you're going, one thing remains the same: CASNR is home. 😍
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•

#okstate #osu #oklahoma #stillwater #stillwaterok #stillwateroklahoma #CASNR #CASNRFamily
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We are moving in to @NationalFFA Convention today! If you’re in Indianapolis, be sure to stop by our booth tomorrow through Friday and learn about all things okstate! #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

“Walking through the doors of Ag Hall, I immediately knew that this is where I was supposed to be, and I was supposed to be part of the CASNR Family.” — Matt Staples, @okstate student and former Florida FFA member

The #CASNRFamily is a special thing at okstate. If you’re at @nationalffa convention this week, come see us and let us tell you about it! #FFAJustOne
In FFA, I had the opportunity to experience a lot of things that were incredibly important and pivotal for my learning. That hands-on experience in learning has transferred quite well over to CASNR from FFA." — Lauren Millang, @osu.agc student and former @californiaffa member

Like FFA, CASNR understands the importance of hands-on learning. Each of our 16 majors offer real life experience for students in and out of the classroom. #FFAJustOne #RushCASNR

Steven Vekony and Kevin Osborn not only share the unique experience of bringing Pistol Pete to life for @okstate fans. Both also are acutely aware of their place in the #CASNRFamily and the world of agriculture.

Watch the video and read the full story at our #linkinbio.